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I- INTRODUCTION

Saturation spectroscopy of vibration-rotation transitions start,d in 1967
with the first observations of molecular Lamb dips in HOO and C02 lasers [1,
2]. One year later the inverted Lamb dip technique of LEE and SKOL:{ICK was
beautifully applied to a vibration-rotation line of CHL by J.L. HALL anti
R. BARC!:R [3]. ~itti Lhe lar~c output power avail:,blc from CO, lasers it
appeared very quickly that the absorbin~ gas could be removed outside the
laser resonator with a much greater flexibility in the experiments. For cxaz-
ple it became possible to use the saturation chopper method. ir whicilcl:ly :hc
signal corresponding; to the non-linear resonances wr.sa~.plificd and reiurdcd
[4]. Many spectra corrcspc,nding co numerous molecules were obtained by this
technique but most cxpcrimcnts used SF6 as the absorbing )xas.

For these early spectra the linewidth was limited to a few hundred kilo-
hertz and the bandwid~h of the laser could not be extended beycnd 10!3?!?{z.No
absolute frequency calibration was a~’ailable and the interpretation oi such
complicated spectra appeared almost impossible. The emphasis was therefore
more on applications to optical frequency standards than c~ spectroscopy.
Since these early daysof saturation spectroscop:~ the resolving power, accu-
racy and bandwidth of saturation spectrometers has increased significantly.

As early as 1968, J.L. HALL intr~duccd the idea of a frequency offset-
locked spectrometer to study line shapes [3]. The frequency stability of a
reference laser slavcci to a saturation peak can be transferred to a second
laser locked with a tunable frequency offset from the rcicrence laser [5].
With this technique the first magnetic hyperfine structure of a vibration-

rotation line was resolved in 1972 [6] and by paying grcac tittenticn to all
broadening mechanisms and especially transit-time bruadcninE the hzlf-width
of the CH4 hyperfine components was finally reduced below on? kHz in 1974.
The recoil splitting was then clearly resolved and precise hypcrfine split-
tings were obtained [7]. These were in good agreement with the splittings

calculated for the lower state from magnetic resonance data but su~gested a
spin-vibration interaction in the excited state [8]. As we shall ser this
spin-vibration interaction is presently the best interpretation for our mea-
surements of the magnetic hyperflne structures of 5F6 lines [9;. Thus satu-
ration spectroscopy appears as a powe?:iul tool to study hyperfine interac-

tions in the excited state as well as ro confirm or extend magnetic resonance
data in the ground state. Other demonstrations of this capability can be
found in the various studies where a dependence of the quadruple coupling
constant with vibr~tion was observed e.g. inNH3 -[10]orOs04 [Ii]. We shall
see how spectacular this effect can be in 0s04 .

The interest of saturation spectroscopy is not limited tohyperfine struc-
ture. A number of other recent developments make it possible to use saturation
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spectroscopy to obtain very accurate spectroscopic constants for a full vi-
bration-rotation band. The first of these developments has becnthe measure-
ment of optical fmqucncics with point contact diodes up to the very near
infrared. For example the C114 3.39 DM line and the numerous C02 laser lines
have been measured directly in units of the frequency given by a Cesiwn
clock [12]. Ttmse measurements and t~e possibility to beat lasers (and klys-
trons) together turns infrared spectroscopy from a wavelength spcctrosc[)py
into a frequency ~pcctroscopy. The scconrl important point for spectrnscup~
in the 10IJm SpCCLral rcsion is the development of high pressure wavezuic!e
CO lasers which extends the tuning range of these lasers up toscwera! llIInd-

ire Mlz around each vibration-rotation line of C02 [13]. This increnseb E%
number of eoincidunccs with absorption lines by a large factor and it beef:-ws
possible to sample many lines of the P, Q and R branches of a vibration-r~t~:-
tion band. At present this number of lines is not quite large cnouqh to Kr”I in
one step from a previously unresolved band structure KO the final assigmnv?=: rJf
the obsL’rvucl saturation peaks. Sumc intermediate resolution spcctru%cl.p:: ~sIIe-
cessary and this gap is very nicely filled Fy semiconductor diudu s;]o~”tros,’.:;;y
and by Fourier transfmn spcctroscupy. Saturation spectroscopy only providpr
the final step in which the jump in accuracy locks ~.hc spectroscopic constant5
to their ultimate v.aluc. W slIall illu$LriIte such a chi~illwith tIIP ty;,ic:ll
cases of SFn and 0s04 but wc shall first describe tlm :JrC’Sl”Il~ ticiit’:: IIi ‘~~””.’u-

Iopment of thr saturation s;)L-t”~rO!rLUtt!r un which these r(’suits wc’rr o!,:ilirl~”i.
.

II-THE FRE:Ql;E!:Cy-CO!:TEOI.I.EDS,lTUR\T1O::SI'ECT:t(I!%T!::{-. — . .. — ---- . ----

A simplified overall schematic diagramof the spclccronuLrr is sh~wl in Fit.:
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The C02 (or N20) laser sources arc mounted on a ❑assive (15 Tj vibration-
isolated concrete slab. Two broad-band wavcguide lasers have been added toan
original set-up comprising two highly stable low-pressure lasers. A detailed
description of these various lasers and of their performance can be found in

r:lerences [13,14]. For current work only two lasers are used simultaneously,
one acting as the frequency reference and the other as the measurement source.
The beams from the selcctcd !>air arc independently expanded by 30 CIP diameter
telescopes in a single large absorption cell (diameter 70cm, length 13m) to
reduce transit-time broadening and ~urvaturc induced shifts. They are reflec-
ted by cat’s eyes re:rorcflectors to generate two independent standing wav~s.
The return beams tiLC steered towards llGCdTe detectors by CdS quarter-wzvc
plates and Gemanium polarizers. If necessary auxiliary absorption celLs (nnt
represented in Fig. 1) can be used to lock the reference laser to a saturation
peak under pressure conditions different from those used in the large ccllor
with a different gas. The absolute frequency reference is obtaiaedby locking
one of the waveguide lasers tLJ a CO, saturated fluorescence peak monit~red
with an InSb dcLcctor ar L’*.3 XI[15]U TKI other llgCdTc clctcctors are USCLI t~
get the beat frequency bet~ticn any pair of lasers. A view of this spectroml’ter
can be seen through the. courtesy OL DL. J.L. PALL, in the Oct. 78 issue of
Science. The whole set-up offers a lot of flexibility in RIIC choice Jf cpe-
rating ~.odes :

- the first step i:l the spcctrc,sc~py of n new mnlccu?c is :0 record the
“landscape” (bruad-band spcctrum)witn the free-running wav~,guitlc li~s~r tuln-
cate the resonances. SpccLrJ of tiliS Eypc are displayed on l:iR.2 and 8. ArcI-
solving power of 20 to 40 kl{z is typicull:: ubtaincd idr t]lis first opcraLirn:

SATURATION SP[CTRUh” OF ‘SFa F~ TM P(lS) LIM OF CO?
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Figure 2
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- the line positions are then measured by locking a conventional laser to a
reference line and the waveguide laser to the resonance to bemeasurcd. The
accuracy of these measurements has been limited to t 5k11z (for isola~cd lines)
mainly by base-,ine tilts created by the laser output profile, by the gas li-
near absorption or by optical feedback. This situation has been greatly im-
proved recently through the use of third-hatmonic frequency lucks;

- in the last step, the absolute frequency of the reference line is measured
by comparison with the C02 saturation peak giving a final absolute accuracy
better than t 50 kliz;
- to study hyperfin~ structures or line shapes it is essential to slave t!le
measurcnent laser to the refere~ce laser with a tunable frequency offse: .
Figures 3 and 4 are two examples of spectra obtain~d in this way. The reso-
lution of the apparatus is presently limited to peak-tc)-pc3k widths of t!lc
order of 3 kHz (for heavy molecules like OSCI ) by imperfect focussin~ of the

4
cat’eyes retroreflcctors. Incle.edgood agrecinent is found between the observed

line shape and the theoretical ~ne predicted by introdi:cing wave-fron: cuTva-
ture in the formulae of iefcrc~ce [16]. rl careful interf,:rwwtric adjlls:uncnL
of the cat’eyes is necessary to obtain the final increase in resol’uti[’n
leading tc results comparable to the methane work at 3.39 Bm.

SF6 038 CLUSTER al 28412582452 THz

~o

u
F20

I

Flo

9 g.u

1 I 1

-507 Q 507

Kilohertz detuntng

Figure 3

III - APPLICATION TO THE ROTATIONAL FINE STRUCTURE OF THE ‘J, BAND OF
32SF

AFii DETERFIINATIOS OF A NEW SET OF SPEL’IRUSCOi’ICI’I,F.U%lERS
.—— ———- .—. ——.—. 6

To illustrate the applicability of our spectrometer to fine structure studies
we shall now emph.lsize the example of the V3 band of Sr”b.The procedure des-
cribed previously was used to record and measure the absolute frequencies cIf
❑ore than one hundred SF6 res~nances falling within the tuning ranges of the
P(12) to P(20) lines of C02. This corresponds to a nice coverage of the ful!
vibration-rotation band since high and low J valu~s are sampled in the PandR

branches as well as a large number of Q lines. Fig. 2 shows the example of

part of the Pq2 and P33 manifolds in coincidence with the P(18) C02 laser line.
Similar spect?a corresponding to the 2(14) and,P(-16) C02 laser lines have al-

ready been published in references [13,17] and complete detailed spectra will
be found in []8].
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The determination of spectroscopic constants from our saturation-spcctros-
topic data fell into three scagcs : (a) provisional assigment; (b) determi-
nation of preliminary constants given a provisional assignment; (c) assiqniient
of additional lines and final determination of constants. Although the SF6
spectrum near the C02 laser lines from P(12) to P(22) has been assigned
within the precision allowed by Doppler-limited spectra [19-21], the relative
positions of the utzny lines separated by less than one Doppler width weren~t
firmly determined in that work. In the vicinity of CO P(14) and P(IS) the
assignment of our spectra was ~lear frcm previous wor ? [19-21]. However, this
WL.S nut the case near CO ?(12) or P(20). As is well knobm [20,22], the rela-
tive positions of lines

2.
In the Q brandof a spherical-top molecule are lar-

gely determined by the ratio v/g of only two of the spectroscopic parameters
of BOBI!{ and FOX [23], so that the parameters found previously by saturotian
spectroscopy with a small tuning range [24] were adequate for an assignncnt
of many of the lines observed near CO P(16) in this work. The same set of

? more than IO MHz for many o: the linesparameters, however, gave deviations o
observed near C02 P(12) and 7(20) over our broader Yangc of tuning. For t~i~
purpose of assigning the SF6 lines near C02 P(20), twf. classes of lines were
considered to permit firm assi~nment : (i) Isolated lines in the 130ppler-limi-
ted spc.ctra [19] and (ii) lines with a characteristic pattern of splittinq,
and for which the splittings may be approximaccly c!etermlncd from previous
parameters [19-21]. A preliminaryse t of Bobin-Fox par~nctilrs was c!ctcrn~nrc!
by a least-s~u~res fit to the provisionally assigned lines near CO? P(12.I
throu~h P(X2); the Bobin-Fox [23] expression for the transition fr~quencics
was modified t)y the inclusion of fix~’d off-diagonal corrections decccnir,~c! by
a full matrix difi;onuiizaKi.m using the previous parameters [i9-21]. Scxc, a
full diagonaliz~tion 01 tiw vibration-rotation llamiltonian [25,26j for the v
mode of SF{, usin; tllc :l:”w (preliminary) parameters was found t~’ gi~’c Icaci

3

agrccmenc with the positiuns of the remaining unassigned,’ lines near UJ- ?(JL~).
A ncw srt of off-diagan~l currcctions, and the frequencies cf atdicicn~l
lines now considcrcc? to he firmly assigned, wcrc cnployed in a new least-%quares
fit to obtain an i~prti’:cdset of Bclbin-Fox parameters, which were chc’nu::-
ployed in :inother full diagnnalization. This procedure is nearly Lhc sane as
was previously u.scd in th~ analysis of Doppler-limited SF6 s~ec~r:l [19-21].
In Gur work the values cli B. and D were held fixed, equal t~ t!le vaiucs de-
termined by Raman spcc~roscopy [297, in order to proviJc cnc’u:;:~cqu.itions co
determine the Hamiltonian parameters [30] from the spcctroscoFic parameters
[23]. In previous work [19-21], ;3 was held fixed.

The spectroscopic ?aranctcrs u$;ermincd in our work, and their standard
deviations, are given below ir, cm

m m 947.9763307(C2) n = 5.561731(39) x 10-2

P- -1.615414(89) x 10-4 q = 1.236(47) X 10-8

SE -6.77(23) X 10-” t - 5,8(9-C) x 10-14

-6.9876(L6) X 10
-5 -11

w =-0.9(1.3) x 10v.

g= -2.45621(32) X !0-5 h m-1.910(1~) x 10-9

km -1.54(11) x 10-”
-11

u - 0.4(1.0) x 10

The standard deviation of the fit is 328 kHz. The agreement between predic-
tion and observation is good for C02 P(14) through P(20) but near C02 P(12),

there is room for further work. We expect that fu~thcr improvement in line
assignments and ac uracy of the spectroscopic parameters will follow from the
consideration of hyperfine interactions and from” the determination of the
tensor-splitting parameters of the ground state to be discussed below.



xv - MAGNETIC HYF’ERFIXE STRUCTL~E OF THE SF6 LIXES : EVIDENCE FOR A S1’1;:- -
VIBMTIU:: I!{TE!UCTIO::—

On the basis of magnetic resonance studies f291 it could be predicted that
SF6 would exhibit maznetic hyperfinc structures comparable to thc3.39bm Cii4
line with splittings cf the order of a few kilohertz which could be resolved
with the present reSCJIUtiOn of our spectrometer. In a first study of these
structures three lines with s“~ctry A close to the P(i4)B ?(l~) and ?(20)

? rust since in t!mir case only tileC02 line centers were of particular in c
scalar terms in the Hamiltonian need to be consirlcrcd [30]. As an example
Fig. 4 shows the structure of the R28 A; line of 32SF6 at 28.L6469125 THZ.

Figure 4

1

-33. 0 <3-
Kilohertz detuning

The spectrum exhibits seven resolved hyperfine components. This isconsistcnt
with the values 1=1 and 1=3 predicted for the :.ntal rluclcilr spin allw.wnd for

A2 rovibronic levels [31]. The 1=1 triplet almt~st coiaci~!~’s witil the ctlree

central components of the 1=3 septuplet. The lower curve in the figure is a
theoretical spectrum which has been obt~i~ed by considering only the scalar
spin-rotation interaction !dsps = -hca I.J. The couplin~; constant c= has

been fixed in the lower levei to the value given by OZIER, YI and RAKSE”i [29] ;
= -5.27kiiz. The only adjustable parameters are the value ca+Aca of tl]is

‘a
coupling constant in the upper level and the width of the Lorcntzian used iis
line shape. The heights of the Lorcntzians are dcduccd from tilegeneral f,~r-
❑~’lae of intensities for saturation spectroscopy [32]. Apart frum somLI r.inor
line shape differences the agreement between bnth curves is very goad for
each case but leads tover~ different values of JCa fur the three lines :
Aca _ -0m165 kHz for R A ; Ac =+0.]25 kHz for p33A~ ; AC =+omo~s kH~

g~ + $ is obr.linedA3 (at 28.3o62 .6 Hz). a
‘0= ’59 2 A much more satisfacLoty mode

by adding ~ spin-vibra~ion term to the Hamiltonian [8]. The scalar pa~t is:
=hAI.~ where ~ is the vibrational angular momentum corresponding

‘Svs
to the triply degenerate mode V3 . The expectation values of this Hamiltonian
which may be obtained from the projection theorem.



●re also proportional to the expectation values of a pure ;.~Hamilconian .

with a proportionality factor whit! varies from line to line and has opposite
signs for P and R lines. We understand why the previous theory worked sow~ill
for single lines by introducing an effective phcnomcnological Ac which we
can now write as a combination of a residual spin-rotation 5caanad of a term
resulting from the spin-vibration interaction: :

~ca- ~ca - A[(2J’+l)fiJ+l]/2J’(J’+1) with AJ = J’-J

For each A line there is a redundaficy belwccn 15c and A km: as illustrated
in Fig. 5 $he three A fstructures togc:hcr are on y co:.lpatible with a single

? reasonably small v.lueof 6.value of A and a sing e
a“

I
AikHz)

P33

A=44*075kHz

bca=-7*35Hz

.1

-100 -50 0 50 100 bca tt+:;

Figure 5

Systematic studies of the other lines that can be :-cached with the Kzve-
guide C02 laser should bring us a more complete picture of these hyperfine
interactions in the near future.

v- DI!IECT OPTICAL OBSER’:?,TIOX OF THE CR@LTiDSTAT: CCTAliE3%lL SF!.ITT:SGS OF—..—— -——-.—..—
~F6 AND VIOLATIOX OF THZ ~,C=U SKLEC”TIL~S FH1l,E—-

For some time we have been puzzled by additional resonances in the spcct:un
which look like !~ot linr.+but appear exactly in the center of the interval
between main resonances A typical example is the resonance between the E“
and F; components of chc Q(3F) triplet c~f Fig. 3. The positions of chesc
peaks strongly su}~gest that the:: are crossover resonances but this explana-
tion runs into twa difficulties :
1) - this implies that the 5,C =0 selection rule i~ violated;
2) - some of the crossover peaks are cc’nspicuouslyomissing : for example
there is no resonance in the center of the Q(38) E -F; interval. A ~enta-
tive explanation that resolves these difficulties is tfiat owin~ LO the small
value of the centrifugal distortion constant t in the ground vibra:icnal

~’%y some vibration-rotationstate, hyperfine interactions may mixsubstantla
states having different point group s~etry types but the same overall pa-
rity (if we neglect possible parity violating effects).

.
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Hyperfine opera”ors arc tensorial products of nuclear spin operators with

vibration-rotation operators both havinq the same synmetry species C in order
to give a total tlamiltonian of symetry A . The symmetry types L can bc A

(scalar spin-rotation) E ‘2(tensor spin-rot tion and tensor spin-spin) and
lg

‘[30] T$ey will mix vibration-rotatiov states having~28 (tensor spin-spin) . .
●ynsnetry types C’ and C“ such that C x C’ x C“ 2 A

lg .
The nuclear spin wavefunctions have only certain definite synnaetry types

inO:A

?
Ig ‘ ‘2

f
‘A2u ’Eg ’:lu9F2 ‘F2g”

The ccnsequefice of the abseri-

ce o some”syme ry types In th:s list ?no ~ ,noA
IU

, no F,g) combined xith

the Pauli principle (the total wavcfunction #ust be A2U) is that one of the

two parities cannot exist for the vibration-rotation levels of some s.ymecry
types [33] : in the lower vibrational level A and F

I I
vibration-rotation icvcls

can be u or g but A? and E levels may only be u and F levels may only
beg. fThe consequence, for instance in the case of the Q 38) T2+E+F1 cluster,
is that the hypcrfinc interactions can mix togctt.cr E and F statea or F aad
F2 states but nol E ad F7 , hence the missing crossover.

1 I

Furchc~,orc these crasiovcr resonances havz a structure which can be under-
stood from Fig. 6 where we consider the siriplc case of F] and F2 clusters.

I
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Figure 6

We ~xpect a crossover splitti:lg which reflects exactly the ground state split-
ting. We observe many examples of such doublets and one example is given in
Fig. 7. From the obsemed splitting one may infer for the first time a value
for the te” ~or centrifugal distortion constant tou~ for SF6 . A precise value
requires the full diagonalization of the vibration-rotation +hyperfine Hamil-
tonian. Such a program is presently being carried out but we can already give
a preliminary estimate for this constant of the order of 6 Hz.
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laser line from P(8) to P(24) and from R(6) to R(24) hits many resonances af
various isotopic species. The Q-branch itscli can be smpiec! with the :{20

laser lines. Since the hypcrfine structures are either absu:lt or can be well
resolved wc have there a full grid of high quality secondary cptical frequency
standards in this spectral region. We have made syszc=~tic measurements OF :hc

absolute frequencies of a large numb
topes found in tt,cnatural mixture :

~~f linej$~rrc’pO
oso ?d~~~oto the main i50-

0s04 ‘
Ttie dcziii-Js

led assignment and derivation of new spectroscopic
4“

constants is presently un-
deway. As an example Fig. 8 shows the spectrum obtained for c P(14j CJ

laser line which ~: in closc coincidence with a hot line of
\&go50 but a;~o

L 3
‘each~s ‘he ’46 ‘2 ll’&

of the same isotopic species as well as the P49 ‘2
and A, components of 0s04 and some as yet unidentified lir.i’sof

‘900s04 . The interference fringes on the spcctr~ come fl”~mthr ~nsuffi~i~~t

optical isolation in this particular experiment. The P A and A lines Sho”d

up as a quadruplet. 2 “i?icnai l.pliccinrThe only possible oriEin for this ~ J1
is through an elcctrlc quac!rupole irterartion. K(??!?;,?:z”rs ,Iild Coil. [I!j have

already reported SUC,]structures 5ut ~,ith much s-alicr valurs for tbc s;)]it-
tings. To understand this difference one needs to consider the cx?ec:ed hy-
perfine level structure illustra:cd on Fig. q (For necati’~e ~-q~’~).

F-j

v, J,l =3/2

1/

Figure 5

//

II II w

OUAORUPOLE HYPERFINE STRUCTURE

OF 1%s04 SATURATION PEAKS

The ‘8’0s nucleus has a spin 3/2 (and a quadruple moment Q) vhich gives rise
to a 4-fold degeneracy in each level. This degeneracy is lifted by the q’ladru-
pole interaction since vibration-rotation interactions induce a field gradieat
q at the osmium nucleus. The selection rule AF = 3.Jres~its in two doublets

of equal spacing with a frequency distance roughly equal to half the d.iffcren-

ce between the quadruple coupling constants A(eqQ). In the ground vibr .tional
state the only source for qJ is the centrifugal distortion and this explains
why the splittings that we observe for fundamentals are much larger than those
corresponding to hot lines.

The next unexpected feature is that the obsened pattern at higher resolu-
tion than Fig. 8 differs froma pure quadrupolar spectrum : for P lines instead



of two equally spaced doublets for each rotational line we get a single re-
sonance on the lower frequency side and a barely resolved doublet on the high
freq,ucncy side (see Fig. 10). This can be understood if we introduce the next
class of hyperfine interactions, namely ma~nctic hyperfine interactions. For
high J values and negligible dra we ❑ay w-rite in first appr~ximation the
correspondin~ shiit for the X = F-J compoccnt : dull(x) = (A-ca)x tJJ . If
the dif[erencc between the spin-vibration and spin-~otation coupling cons-
tants is positive, then for P-branch lines (LJ = -1) the splitting betveen
the two 1X1 = 3/2 components will be reduced by a quantity three ti~ms larger
than that corresponding to the [Xi = 1/2 components which explains the obser-
ved pattern. A confinnacion of this interpretation has been obtai~ed by the
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